
A Brief Overview of Planted Detroit

Planted Detroit is a vertical farm, located in the Islandview neighborhood on Detroit’s lower
east side. We are committed to growing and providing clean, nutritious foods such as
microgreens, herbs, baby greens, and ready to eat salads to the surrounding community.

Planted Detroit was founded in August of 2018 by Tom Adamczyk. Our leadership is
structured in a unique way - a flat hierarchy of five department heads guide the business.
Simon, our Leader of Food Safety, oversees our biosecurity protocols, compliance, and all
things food safety related. Kelly, our Leader of Plant Health & Employee Success, is our lead
horticulturist and resident people person. Kai, our Leader of Hydroponic Technology,
oversees our hydroponic systems and vertical farm structure. Meg, our Leader of Business
Development, oversees our sales and marketing departments. Tom, our founder & CEO,
provides Planted Detroit with direction and resources. Over the past few years, we have
grown immensely from a team of 11 to a team of over 60 full time employees, most of whom
reside in the surrounding communities.

Using our vertical farming methods, we’re able to produce both a luxury product with a
unique flavor profile, as well as individual specialty crops that we sell directly to customers.
Currently our production capacity allows us to seed around 25,000 individual baby greens
per week (plus microgreens & herbs!) and in the near future we expect to be able to
harvest 100lbs of greens and produce up to 500 salads per day!

Our SHARP core values (Science, Honesty, Accountability, Respect, People) dictate how we
operate and do business. Our decisions and growing methods are based on science and
data collection. We are honest about what is in our product and stand behind our quality
and results. We hold each other accountable in upholding our standard of biosecurity,
cleanliness, customer service and product quality. In our work space we promote the
respect of all people, without exception. Lastly, people are at the core of everything we do.
Whether that means selling products directly to consumers, providing employment
opportunities, being an agricultural information resource, or volunteering our time and
manpower to help other organizations in their efforts to serve or positively impact our
communities.


